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Supervisor comments on Ph.D. Thesis of Václav Janoušek 

Václav has been working under my supervision since 2008 when he began his graduate degree in 

Zoology.  He began his PhD research in 2010.  I have no doubts he is the best student I have ever had. 

He is highly motivated and independent. Václav has been interested in bioinformatic approaches 

used in evolutionary genomics since he appeared in my lab. His interest in bioinformatics was unique 

for my group.  Hopefully his ability to learn new techniques of analyses has been enormous. Václav 

learned computer programming and database manipulation skills from experienced colleagues in 

Prague, as well as from Pierre Boursot at the University of Montpellier and Priscilla Tucker at the 

University of Michigan.  He also taught himself through tutorials and self-study. Besides he started a 

fruitful collaboration with Robert C. Karn and Christina Laukaitis (University of Arizona) which 

resulted in a paper in BMC Evolutionary Biology showing the role of retrotransposons in gene family 

expansion. Last year he mastered his skills at Workshops on Genomics and Molecular Evolution in 

Český Krumlov. Hence he has become skilled enough to start genome-wide analysis of hybrid zones 

and gene families. He has been very soon recognised as a respected member of the house mouse 

genome research community and he has been invited to give a talk at various meetings and 

workshops. I also very appreciate his willingness and ability to teach others. He has served as a 

teacher at several courses aimed at analyses of NGS data using UNIX. The courses became highly 

popular among students and experienced researchers. I should also mention that Vašek is a nice 

person to work with. He is always very optimistic, he never complains and he is very enthusiastic. 

Václav selected just three out of his five papers for the thesis. I think it was a very wise choice. The 

thesis are compact and well centred on house mouse hybrid zone and speciation. On the other hand 

his additional long-time interest in transposons and gene duplications remain slightly hidden for the 

reader. The thesis start with a general introduction which clearly shows Václav’s knowledge of a 

wider context of his research. The papers, that follow the introduction, are based on a collaborated 

effort of several laboratories. However, the Václav’s role in all projects was essential. He performed 

the majority of bioinformatic analysis and he was also involved in writing the manuscripts.  

The first paper in the thesis has been already cited 34-times which shows it fits one of the hot topics 

of evolutionary biology. Nonetheless, I am convinced that the third paper published in Mol Biol Evol 

is the highlight of the thesis. It contributes deeply into ongoing discussion concerning divergence and 

speciation islands in genomes. Moreover the paper goes much further than other studies due to 

clever analyses of the functional composition of genes associated with SNPs characterised by 

particular introgression pattern. The results are straightforward and fascinating.   

We regularly discussed the projects and manuscripts. Hence I have no criticism or questions. 

I recommend the thesis for defense. 
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